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Venice, May 5th — 8th 2015
A plus A Gallery, San Marco 3073

Every day, from 12pm to 8pm
Free Entry

Official Opening: May 5th, 2015, 12pm

From MAY 5TH TO MAY 8TH, 2015, during the 
press preview days of the VENICE ART BIEN-
NALE, American artist Rob Pruitt will bring his 
renowned project “ROB PRUITT’S FLEA MAR-
KET” to Venice FOR THE FIRST TIME.

The Flea Market is taking place at A plus A 
Gallery, a dynamic exhibiting venue in the heart 
of Venice directed by Aurora Fonda and Sandro 
Pignotti and it is organized by the students of 
the “22nd Course in Curatorial Practices and 
Contemporary Arts” at The School for Curatorial 
Studies Venice. The project is curated by Tom-
maso Speretta.

A large group of INTERNATIONAL and LOCAL ar-
tists will participate in the “Rob Pruitt’s Flea Mar-
ket” in Venice. Participants will come together to 
get rid of the junk in their closets and drawers, 
hold bake sales and live peformances, and sell 
crafts or even real art. Like any flea market, visi-
tors can peruse the offerings and check out the 
artists’ booths, browsing through their personal 
objects or everything else the artists choose to 
sell. By building a playful, active and informal 
atmosphere where any/everything can happen, 
EACH DAY HOLDS ITS OWN SURPRISES.

The engaging nature of the project, which privi-
leges an egalitarian aesthetic, is characteristic 
of Pruitt’s work, continually oscillating between 
being critical of and being seduced by the pro-
duction and consumption of our present world. 
Through a plurality of languages and media ran-
ging from painting to sculpture to installation, 
Pruitt’s work, while voluntarily open to interpre-
tation, comments on the ALLURE AND EXCESS 
OF THE ART WORLD and of consumer culture, 
often through the use of personal and intimate 
aspects of the artist’s life and experience.

As Venice has for many centuries been a crucial 
crossroads of cultural and trade exchange, 
making it the ideal location for such an event, 
this particular incarnation of “Rob Pruitt’s Flea 

Market” is poised to exploit the art world and 
its personalities who will be descending upon 
Venice, functioning parallel to the Biennale 
as an ALTERNATIVE (ALBEIT MORE “LO-
FI”) EXPERIENCE. During the preview days 
of the Art Biennale, a wide audience of “art 
insiders” — artists, curators, critics, journalists 
— converges with the local community and 
the complex dynamics of such a unique city, 
resulting in an EXCITING SOCIAL SITUATION.

Traditionally, the commercial aspect of art is 
swept aside or kept from view, but the new 
context provided by the PERFORMATIVE 
STRUCTURE of the flea market breaks down 
such traditional barriers that separate the artist, 
the work, and the audience. This becomes a 
reflection upon the DYNAMICS OF INCLUSION 
AND EXCLUSION IN THE ART WORLD, upon 
its economical rules, the social value assigned to 
objects, and the relationship of AUTHENTICITY 
AND PROPERTY TO THE WORK OF ART.

Artists GARY FISHER and GILDA MANFRING 
will teach you how to transform an old pair of 
high heeled shoes or a can of soup into a musi-
cal instrument you can actually play.

Be ready to have your fortune read and recor-
ded onto a vintage classical music cassette by 
mysterious artist ASTRO AMANDA.

GRACIE DEVITO and PETER HARKAWIK will 
transform their booth into a street food stand 
to prepare the favorite sandwiches of certain 
notable individuals. Don’t miss the opportunity 
to feel like Arshile Gorky making a snack whi-
le painting “The Black Monk,” or Michael Bay 
preparing a sandwich in his “Transformers 5” 
trailer. Artist-run magazine E IL TOPO will hold 
a tribute to Belgian artist and poet Marcel Broo-
dthaers and sell mussels in his honor.

SISSI, the Italian artist renowned for her almost 
scientific research and analysis of the body, 



transforms her daily life and emotions into the 
form of clothing. She will sew a special dress for 
you right oh the spot — a unique sample of life, 
numbered and signed by the artist herself.

For wacky airbrushed t-shirts of your favorite art 
world celebrity, visit JIM KREWSON’s stand.

Venice-based artist GIUSEPPE ABATE will pre-
sent the real fur of a fake grizzly bear along with 
other trinkets, while making fabulous drawings 
of visitors; PAOLA ANGELINI will be reprodu-
cing some of the most famous painted master-
pieces as a way of reflecting on her own practice 
as a painter and the masters from history that 
have inspired her.

DAVIDE SPILLARI will sell fanzines, marmala-
de, her grandma’s old collection of 100 year old 
wood spoons and hand-painted hard rock shirts; 
FDM will poke at the fashion world by painting 
low-cost paper bags that will be transformed 
into a unique object of desire; ALBERTO SCO-
DRO will sell small Ginko biloba trees which he 
has cultivated in his garden for the last three ye-
ars with relics and fragments of coloured vases; 
Japanese artist KENSUKE KOIKE will sell colla-
ges made on the spot by assembling fragments 
of images from fashion magazines.

More exciting projects, objects, artworks and 
crazy ideas will come from artists: DANIEL 
EATOCK, ANDREW ROSS, BRENT OWENS, 
BRIDA, CECILE NOGUES, CORINNE MAZZOLI, 
ASSOCIAZIONE FONDAZIONE MALUTTA, 
SERENA VESTRUCCI E FRANCESCO 
MALUTA, JAMES OSTRER, MATTEO NASINI, 
RÖMER + RÖMER, ILEANA RUGGERI, 
THOMAS BULLOCK, TANKBOYS, SPELA 
VOLCIC, PHOEBE COLLINGS-JAMES, 
WAYNE CHISNALL, THE COOL COUPLE, 
ZOE BEDEAUX, RAINER GANAHL, LAURINA 
PAPERINA, GIUSEPPE STAMPONE.

In addition, the participating students at the 
“22nd Course in Curatorial Practices and Con-
temporary Arts” will present a SPECIAL PU-
BLICATION for which a series of well-known 
international artists have contributed an original 
cocktail recipe. The book is illustrated by photo-
grapher Antje Peters and is published by Auto-
matic Books. 

The students attending the 22nd edition of the 
“Course in Curatorial Practices ans Contempo-

rary Arts” are: Inessa Baldin, Leonardo Baracchi, 
Milena Becci, Giulia Belardi, Alice Bontempi, 
Elena Cardin, Eleonora Coccia, Melania Coret-
to, Luisa De Palo, Maddalena Di Caprio, Marta 
Fassina, Giulia Favaron, Valerio Fumarola, Ileana 
Mantovani, Elisa Marigo, Giovanna Maroccolo, 
Giada Marson, Ilaria Medda, Marco Miglioranza, 
Anna Miotto, Isabella Nuovo, Jonathan Paiano, 
Giacomo Pecchia, Antonella Potente, Sara Riz-
zardi, Enrica Sbrogiò, Valentina Tebala and Anna 
Volpe.

EDITOR’S NOTE

THE SCHOOL FOR CURATORIAL  
STUDIES VENICE 
was founded by Aurora Fonda in 2004 in Ve-
nice with the purpose of creating an open la-
boratory for the expression of creativity in the 
field of visual arts and the professions related 
to contemporary art. The “Course in Curatorial 
Practices and Contemporary Arts”, now in its 
22nd edition, is articulated on both a practical 
and theoretical level towards an experimental 
approach, culminating in a final event organized 
by the participating students. The course is an 
ambitious and challenging project that aims to 
offer a vision of the complex world of contem-
porary art and offers a constructive contribution 
through the works produced by the School and 
its students. 
www.corsocuratori.com 

A PLUS A GALLERY 
has been the official venue for the Slovenian 
pavilion at the Venice Biennale since November 
2013 and a hub for Slovene and international 
artists. Since 2015, under the direction of Au-
rora Fonda, A plus A will be transformed into 
a space dedicated to experimenting with new 
exhibition formats, with the aim of becoming a 
centre for contemporary art in Venice capable of 
supporting local and international artists in the 
production of exhibitions and projects in Venice. 
Among its principal activities is the The School 
for Curatorial Studies Venice which since 2004 
has welcomed students in Venice to participate 
in the “Course in Curatorial Practices and Con-
temporary Arts” directed by Sandro Pignotti. 
www.aplusa.it 

ROB PRUITT’S FLEA MARKET 
was presented for the first time at the Gavin 
Brown’s Enterprise gallery in New York in 1999, 
bringing together artists such as Elizabeth 



Peyton, Rachel Harrison, Haim Steinbach, and 
Meredith Monk. At the 2007 Frieze Art Fair, 
Pruitt took over the Gavin Brown’s Enterprise 
booth and invited as many artist as would fit. 
Participants included Sam Taylor-Johnson, An-
drea Zittel, Rita Ackerman, Rikrit Tiravanija, and 
Jeremy Deller. A Christmas incarnation of the 
Flea Market was held in December 2009 at the 
Tate Modern in London, the “Rob Pruitt’s Christ-
mas Flea Market”. Pruitt’s Flea Market took 
place again in 2012 at the Musée de la Monnaie 
in Paris, during the “Nuit des Musées”, with the 
participation of 80 artists, most of them French, 
following Pruitt’s desire to include artists and 
personalities connected with the place in which 
the Flea Market is held. 

ROB PRUITT 
was born in Washington in 1964, and currently 
lives and works in New York. He has a varied 
practice that includes the ecopolitics and the 
eminent demise of the Panda bear, American 
youth, and global consumer culture. His interest 
in deconstructing the complexities of contem-
porary art in order to make it accessible to the 
mainstream is evident in projects such as “101 
Art Ideas You Can Do Yourself.” More recently, 
he has addressed issues of personal and socie-
tal mental health, specifically depression, with 
a series of color study paintings known as the 
“Suicide Paintings.” 

He has simultaneously maintained a practice of 
performative works such as “Rob Pruitt’s Art 
Awards at the Guggenheim Museum”, nude 
artist book signings, and numerous incarnations 
of “Rob Pruitt’s Flea Market” around the world, 
including an internet version on eBay (www.
robpruittsfleamarket.com, www.robpruittsbo-
okclub. com). Rob Pruitt is represented by Gavin 
Brown’s Enterprise in New York.

For further information

A plus A Gallery e The School for 
Curatorial Studies Venice 
E.: press@aplusa.it 
E.: press@corsocuratori.com 
T.: 0039 041 277 04 66 
www.aplusa.it www.corsocuratori.com 

Gavin Brown’s Enterprise 
E.: gallery@gavinbrown.biz 
T.: +1 212 627 5258 
www.gavinbrown.biz 

Special thanks to: 
GAVIN BROWN’S ENTERPRISE



GIUSEPPE ABATE 
(1987, Bari, Italy). Lives and works between 
Venice and Milan. In 2012 he obtain a bachelor 
degree in Painting at the Academy of Fine Arts 
of Venice. In the year 2014/2015 he was artist in 
residence at Bevilacqua La Masa Foundation, in 
Venice.

PAOLA ANGELINI 
(1983, San Benedetto Del Tronto, Italy). Lives 
and works in Venice. She has participated in 
numerous exhibitions in private galleries and 
public museums in Italy and abroad. In 2011 
attends the laboratory of Visual Arts at the IUAV 
University in Venice with Bjarne Melgaard, and 
the same year she exhibited in the Norwegian 
pavilion at the 54th Venice Biennale, in the 
exhibition entitled “Baton Sinister” curated by 
Bjarne Melgaard. 
paolaangelini.com

ASTRO AMANDA (GILDA MANFRING)
(Verona, Italy). Is an Italian artist working mainly 
with sound, creating work in between sound 
poetry, composition, performance and self-pu-
blished/released things.
gildamanfring.com

ZOE BEDEAUX
(1949, London, UK) Zoe Bedeaux is a multi-di-
sciplinary artist living and working between 
London and Timbuktu. Her current work is both 
visual/textual and explores her interest in semio-
tics and the conscious/unconscious text that an 
object conveys.

BRIDA 
BridA/Tom Kerševan, Sendi Mango, Jurij Pavli-
ca (SI), a group of artists that formed in 1996, 
while the members, were still students at the 
Accademia di Belle Arti in Venice. Since then the 
BridA has developed a series of top-level artistic 
projects at an international level. 
brida-kud.si

THOMAS BULLOCK
(1969, Cambridge, UK) Musician & Mezcal 
Monk living somewhere between LA, Devon and 
Oaxaca. His experience is in sound-systems, 
skate-bowls and palenques. His interest is in im-
provised collaboration and The Laughing Light of 
Plenty. Creator of the MEZCAL CIRCLE CLUB, a 

moveable group dedicated to free-from expres-
sion of the workings of Mezcal through various 
medium.
mezcalcircleclub.com

WAYNE CHISNALL
(1968, Shropshire, UK). Before moving to Lon-
don in 1999 he had been a technical illustrator 
for a Japanese electronics company, a magazine 
illustrator, studied printmaking at Bourneville, 
and then moved into sculpting during his time 
studying fine art at Northampton University. 
Chisnall is often commissioned to produce work 
for architect and interior design firms.
waynechisnall.blogspot.it

PHOEBE COLLINGS-JAMES
(1987, London, UK) She has presented her work 
internationally. Collings-James creates multi-
disciplinary works in sculpture, painting and 
video. She has a distinctly corporeal approach 
whether she is crushing eggs with her feet or 
dragging oil paint around a canvas, all in order to 
explore major universal themes: violence, sexua-
lity, desire, and beauty.
phoebecollingsjames.com

GRACIE DEVITO
(1985, New York) Lives and works in Los Ange-
les. She received her MFA from the California 
Institute of the Arts in 2012. Recent exhibitions 
and performances in Los Angeles have been at 
Tif Sigfrids, 356 Mission, Pamona College, and 
Commonwealth and Council.
graciedevito.com

E IL TOPO
Is an artist magazine born between Naples and 
Milan in 1992 by an idea of Gabriele Di Matteo, 
Piero Gatto, Franco Silvestro and Vedova Maz-
zei. Based on the involvement and inclusiveness 
[hence the “E” or “and” as the initial conjunction 
in the title], has prophetically recorded, throu-
gh the contribution of artists such as Art Club 
2000, Massimo Bartolini, Vanessa Beecroft, 
Maurizio Cattelan, Mark Dion, Dominique Gon-
zales Foerster and many others.
eiltopo.org

DANIEL EATOCK
(1975, Bolton, UK) Lives and works in London. 
He use his background knowledge from working 
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as a graphic designer, employing a rational, logi-
cal and pragmatic approach when making work. 
He makes work for museums, galleries, televi-
sion, cinema, design, advertising, branding, and 
education. 
eatock.com

FDM 
(1986, Latina, Italy). From 2006 to 2010 he 
studied visual arts at IUAV University in Venice 
and in 2012 he was an artist in residence at the 
Bevilacqua La Masa Foundation. He currently 
studies painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Venice, where he lives and works.
fdmarchive.tumblr.com

GARY FISHER
Gary Fisher is an English artist and improviser 
working with sounds, objects, actions, ideas, 
words and places. Central to the work is the on-
going development of experimental and improvi-
sed playing, composing and recording practises 
combining various approaches. Works have in-
cluded performances, recordings, installations, 
live radio and a several collaborative works. 
gary-fisher.com

ASSOCIAZIONE FONDAZIONE MALUTTA
In 2013 the Foundation gained the status of as-
sociation, registered by the Most Serene Repu-
blic, and began it’s search for a home, a den, a 
laboratory, where it could develop it’s projects.
It’s goal is to disseminate a growing artistic pa-
trimony, youthful and vigorous, through exhibi-
tions or events of various kinds. 
we-fondazione-malutta.tumblr.com

RAINER GANAHL
(1961, Bludenz, Austria) Rainer Ganahl is an 
American and Austrian artist who is based in 
New York City. He has represented Austria at 
the Venice Biennial in 1999 and also participated 
in 2007 (Arsenale, Italian Pavillion) as well as 
in 2009 (Fondamente Nuove). He was also 
included at the Biennial Istanbul, Sevilla, 
Shanghai, Kwangju, Seoul and has shown 
throughout the world in museums and galleries.
ganahl.info

PETER HARKAWIK
(1982 in New York) Lives and works in Los 
Angeles. He has exhibited in Los Angeles at 
Night Gallery, LAX Art, Cherry & Martin, and 
The Los Angeles Public Library, in New York at 
Gavin Brown’s Enterprise, CANADA, Knowmo-

regames, Cleopatras, and Suzanne Geiss, and in 
Paris at Praz-Delavallade and Fondation Cartier.
harkawik.com

GURU JIMMY (JAMES OSTRER)
(Date of birth: very recently, Place of re-birth: 
From within my spiritual self) British artist Ja-
mes Ostrer as an emotional coping mechanism 
to the global success of his widely acclaimed 
solo show “Wotsit All About” at Gazelli Art 
House has manifested an alter ego called Guru 
Jimmy.
jamesostrer.com

KENSUKE KOIKE
(1980, Nagoya, Japan). Kensuke Koike is a visual 
artist currently living and working between Slo-
venia and Venice. He collaborates with various 
art galleries across Europe. He works mainly 
on collages: from the traditional and technically 
simple photo-collages to three dimensional col-
lages in motion. He presents a highly personal 
vision of reality, in which he proposes new ways 
of perceiving the world around us.
kensukekoike.com

JIM KREWSON
Jim Krewson lives in a cabin in the Catskill 
Mountains of upstate New York. He has been 
making profane airbrush paintings and playing 
banjo for 15 years. He has shown mainly with 
Gavin Brown’s Enterprise.
markallencam.com/jimkrewson

LAURINA PAPERINA
(1980, Rovereto, Italy) is an Italian artist who 
lives between Italy and Duckland, a small town 
in the Universe. She paints, draws, creates 
installations and video animations. Working 
predominantly with the imaginary of contempo-
rary heroes, Her works reference contemporary 
pop culture and the 1980s and ‘90s eras of her 
childhood.
laurinapaperina.com

FRANCESCO MALUTA
(1983, Lovere, Italy). He lives and works in 
Venice. He graduated from the Academy of Fine 
Art of Venice. Among the most recent group 
shows: Museo del Paesaggio, Torre di Mosto 
(VE); Officina delle Zattere, Venice; Fondazione 
Bevilacqua La Masa, Venice; Magazzini del Sale, 
Venice; Castel Pergine, (TN). He participated in 
residencies in Bruxelles and Pieve di Presciano.
francescomaluta.tumblr.com



CORINNE MAZZOLI
(1984, La Spezia, Italy) Lives and works in Ve-
nice. In 2013 she was artist in residence at the 
Bevilacqua La Masa Atelier Programme in Veni-
ce where she won the Stonefly Prize with ‘Tu-
torial #1: How to get a Thigh Gap’. She herself 
represents distorted and corrupt realities exploi-
ting various media, from books to video, from 
installation to performance.
cargocollective.com/corinnemazzoli

MATTEO NASINI
(1976, Rome, Italy) Lives and works between 
Milan and Rome. His artistic research starts 
from sound study, to take physical shapes dee-
ply examining and observing the sound and pla-
stic substance’s surface. This leads to a practice 
that methodologically develops in sound instal-
lations, performances, audiovisual works and 
sculptural works.
matteonasini.com

CÉCILE NOGUÈS
(1975) Lives and work in Paris. The medium of 
ceramics allows her to approach sculpture in the 
rudimentary and archaic mode of modeling and 
pictorial covering with enamel. These allusive 
sculptures oscillate between the abstract and 
the figurative, the past and the present. At the 
moment she is preparing ceramic sculptures in 
Nove//Residency with the support of the Centre 
National d’Artes Plastiques. 
cecilenogues.fr 

BRENT OWENS
Brent Owens is an American artist living and 
working in Brooklyn, NY. His work, primarily 
sculptural and largely based in woodworking, 
fuses two disparate strains of Americana — 
workmanship and a thirst for novelty — in a 
particular strand of pop production that borders 
on the surreal. 
brentowens.net

PABLO POWER
Pablo Power moved to New York to study at 
Parsons School of Design and School of Visual 
Arts, and although began painting in the studio, 
still continued to create outdoor works inspired 
by the sprawling, dinkins- era urban wilderness 
of his new home. 
pablopower.org

RÖMER+RÖMER
(Torsten, 1968, Aachen and Nina Römer, 1978, 

Moscow), Römer + Römer are a German-
Russian artist couple living and working in 
Berlin. They employ painting, photography, 
digital art, mixed media techniques, make 
performances and curate exhibitions. Their 
works often incorporate historical and political 
references, the pictorial idea “handpainted” into 
“analogue images” with a pixel-structure. 
roemer.tv

ANDREW ROSS
(1989, Miami, FL) Is a sculptor and mixed-me-
dia artist based in Brooklyn. Ross received his 
BFA from Cooper Union, where he was awarded 
the Jacques and Natasha Gelman Trust Award 
for exceptional ability in the field of sculpture 
(2011). He is current participant of Open Ses-
sions at The Drawing Center, in the inaugural 
group of the program. 
andrewross.info

ILEANA RUGGERI
(1949, Mantova, Italy) Lives and works in Veni-
ce. In 1968 he studied at the Accademia di Belle 
Arti di Venezia and at the Istituto Universitario di 
Architettura, where she follows the architectural 
design of Carlo Scarpa.
ileanaruggeri.com

ALBERTO SCODRO
(1984, Marostica, Italy). Between 2009 and 
2010 he has been resident at Fondazione 
Bevilacqua la Masa in Venice. Recent solo 
Shows: Augusta Gallery, Helsinky (2014); 
Viafarini, Milano (2013); Werkbank, Lana, 
Bolzano (2013). He has exhibited his works in 
group shows at Fondazione Bevilacqua la Masa 
(Venice), Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo 
(Turin); S.A.L.E Docks (Venice), A + A Centro 
Espositivo Sloveno (Venice); Cuulturecentruum 
and Maisone Gregoire (Bruxelles).
albertoscodro.tumblr.com

SISSI 
(1977, Bologna, Italy). The research carried 
out by Sissi is characterized by repeated and 
almost scientific analysis of the body and its 
experience, which become the materials with 
which the artist brings all of herself into play, in 
an unceasing movement between life and art. 
Utilizing a variety of media, such as sculpture, 
installations and performance, Sissi redefines 
the reality that surrounds her, and with it her 
own identity.
sissisissi.com



DAVIDE SPILLARI
(1987, Verona, Italy) He lived in Venice, 
Amsterdam and Berlin. During the last year 
he started with Lorenzo Mazzi a curatorial 
project “Spazio Casa Blanka” and organize 
several exhibitions and performances. He’s also 
cofounder with Jennifer Karolewska of “the 
living atelier” a nomadic and living space for 
artists.
davidespillari.hotglue.me

GIUSEPPE STAMPONE
(1974, Cluses, France) Lives and work 
between Rome and New York. Stampone’s 
artistic production ranges from multimedia 
installations to drawings made with Bic pen. 
His art is unabashedly a potent form of political 
protest. His method is based on the network, 
between relations, collaborations, participatory 
didactics, and his art works represent the 
synthesis and the formalization of the thought 
regarding the artist’s concept GLOBAL 
EDUCATION.
giuseppestampone.com

TANKBOYS
Tankboys is a trans-disciplinary design 
practice founded in Venice in 2005 by Lorenzo 
Mason and Marco Campardo. Embracing the 
complexity of contemporary material cultures, 
Tankboys’ work focusses on process rather than 
the end product, engaging with different media 
and modes of production, distribution and use.
tankboys.biz

THE COOL COUPLE
The Cool Couple is an artist duo founded in late 
2012 by Simone Santilli and Niccolò Benetton. 
Their research concerns the issues connected 
to the production, spread and consumption of 
collective representations. Through the analysis 
of imagery, the authors try to pose critical 
questions to the public: these take several 
forms and a number of different languages, 
including teaching, workshops and symposium.
thecoolcouple.co.uk

SERENA VESTRUCCI
(1986, Milan, Italy). She lives and works 
in Venice. Some recent solo exhibitions: 
OTTOZOO, Milan; Furini Arte Contemporanea, 
Rome; IL CREPACCIO (2012). She participated 
in residencies in Brussels, Genova, Venice, 
Bologna and Belgrade.
serenavestrucci.com

SPELA VOLCIC
(1984, Postojna, Slovenia) Slovenian artist 
based in Italy. Her research is oriented in 
the creation of images in which in which she 
proposes a form of pure, rigorous and direct 
photography. Nevertheless Spela works with 
different media ranging from photography to 
video, object, drawings and installations.
spelavolcic.net



Curated by THE SCHOOL FOR CURATORIAL 
STUDIES VENICE — edited and conceived 
by Automatic Books and illustrated by photo-
grapher Antje Peters — THE CURATOR AS 
BARMAN is a publication that collects 28 arti-
sts’ drink recipes, produced on the occasion of 
the ROB PRUITT’S FLEA MARKET IN VENICE.

Twenty eight artists, chosen by twenty eight 
young curators from the School for Curatorial 
Studies Venice, give us instructions to prepare 
mixtures, both alcoholic and non-alcoholic, that 
tell us something about them: from the simple 
glass of water of Rafael Rozendaal, to the Poke-
mon inspired drink of Michael Pybus.

In THE CURATOR AS BARMAN the recipes 
are not confined to be reproducible only by the 
book’s owner, they are born on the principle 
that the curator becomes the performer of the 
artist’s idea. Our intent is to investigate and 
deepen our knowledge in this kind of relation-
ship that is in constant change. What we wish to 
experience is simply to follow the artists’ in-
structions, step by step, and perform the recipe, 
entering his or her universe. For example, Jonas 
Lund gives us very detailed instructions on a re-
lationship that takes form during the preparation 
of the cocktail, in which the curator is forced to 
follow them. Only the consumer will determine 
his or her success or failure.

All of this and far more could happen on the 
occasion of the ROB PRUITT’S FLEA MARKET 
IN VENICE, a project conceived by the American 
artist Rob Pruitt, organized by us, the students 
of the 22nd Course in Curatorial Practices and 
Contemporary Arts.

The visitors, absorbed in a participative and 
playful atmosphere, will come into direct con-
tact with the artists interspersed among vintage 
clothes, books, and an array of other objects, in 
a space transformed from a gallery into a flea 
market. Amongst the disarray they will discover, 
in a corner of the room, our booth where we will 
perform the twenty eight cocktails of THE CU-
RATOR AS BARMAN, welcoming the public that 
reaches Venice during the Art Biennial preview 
days. This new version of the FLEA MARKET 
gives an alternative parallel experience to the 
traditional art circuit, during a period in which 

visitors will be able to taste a delicious artist’s 
drink until the last drop, savouring a creative 
process which makes its taste unique.

Artists: ANTHONY ANTONELLIS, ELVIRE BON-
DUELLE, KEREN CYTTER, RENEE COX, LUCA 
DE LEVA, ANNE DE VRIES, THOMAS DOZOL, 
ROBERTO FASSONE, JESSE GREENBERG, 
JOEL HOLMBERG, DAVID HORVITZ, ILJA KA-
RILAMPI, DANIEL KELLER, MARTIN KOHOUT, 
JONAS LUND, MARK MULRONEY, JAAKKO 
PALLASVUO, YURI PATTISON, NICOLAS PEL-
ZER, BRAD PHILIPS, MICHAEL PYBUS, ADRIA-
NA RAMIĆ, ANTOINE RENARD, RAFAEL RO-
ZENDAAL, PAUL SEPUYA, MATTHEW SPEEDY, 
AMALIA ULMAN, IGNACIO URIARTE.

Curators: Inessa Baldin, Leonardo Baracchi, Mi-
lena Becci, Giulia Belardi, Alice Bontempi, Elena 
Cardin, Eleonora Coccia, Melania Coretto, Luisa 
De Palo, Maddalena Di Caprio, Marta Fassina, 
Giulia Favaron, Valerio Fumarola, Ileana Manto-
vani, Elisa Marigo, Giovanna Maroccolo, Giada 
Marson, Ilaria Medda, Marco Miglioranza, Anna 
Miotto, Isabella Nuovo, Jonathan Paiano, Gia-
como Pecchia, Antonella Potente, Sara Rizzardi, 
Enrica Sbrogiò, Valentina Tebala, Anna Volpe.

AUTOMATIC BOOKS
www.automaticbooks.org

THE CURATOR AS BARMAN



The School for Curatorial Studies Venice 
is an ambitious and challenging project 
promoted since 2004 and conceived as a 
school committed to experimentation and 
interdisciplinary thinking. The main goals 
are to spread knowledge in the field of 
visual arts and to introduce the students 
to the professions related to the art world, 
focusing on contemporary curatorial theory 
and practice and contemporary museology. 
The School’s activities are meant for all those 
interested and passionate of art, graduate 
students or professionals who want to deepen 
their knowledge and improve their practical 
skills. The staff is formed by Italian and 
international professionals, curators, scholars, 
historians and art critics of recognized 
experience.

Through interdisciplinary lectures, our 
courses provide practical training and 
experience within museums and exhibition 
settings. Its international faculty includes 
curators and museum professionals, artists 
and critics. The course is designed to 
increase the students understanding of the 
intellectual and technical tasks of the curator 
figure related to the set up of exhibitions and 
projects.

Our Courses in Curatorial practice are 
including visits of artist studio and the 
examination of specific art venues organised 
during the International Art Biennale all over 
the city of Venice, which is offering several 
case study and it gives an opportunity to 
monitor the development of the contemporary 
visual arts, including tracking the trend of 
presenting art, theoretical discourse and the 
continuous development of art practices. At 
the mean time the students are working on the 
concept and the structure of the final show, 
which is conceived with the support of the 
staff of the school. The Rob Pruitt Flea Market 
is the result of the work of the students of the 
22nd edition of the Italian course.

The course has been conceived by Aurora 
Fonda and is now directed by Sandro Pignotti.

School for Curatorial Studies Venice
San Marco 3073, 30124 Venice
E.: press@corsocuratori.com
Tel: +39 3477122456
www.corsocuratori.com

THE SCHOOL FOR CURATORIAL STUDIES VENICE



A plus A Gallery is operating in Venice since 
1998 and is one of the first transnational fo-
rums dedicated to the promotion of Slovenian 
contemporary art. It has been the seat of the 
Slovenian Pavilion at the international Venice 
Biennial until 2013. Directed by Aurora Fonda 
A plus A gallery has become a meeting point for 
Slovenian, Italian and international artists, the 
local youth and the rich international community 
always passing through Venice. In almost twen-
ty years A plus A has produced, promoted and 
realized numerous events related to contem-
porary art research, in collaboration with major 
local, national and international entities. A plus 
A has been always supported and recognized by 
Slovenian institutions, primarily the Slovenian 
Ministry of Culture and by all major city institu-
tions such as the Venice Biennial, IUAV Univer-
sity, Ca’ Foscari University, the Venice Academy 
of Fine Arts, and the Venice City Council.

The experimental schedules of the galleries 
exhibitions range from well known artists to 
Audio-Video performance and urban installation. 
A plus A has been invited by the City of Verona 
and the Verona Art Fair to conceive every year 
an exhibition devoted to contemporary art from 
the most promising talents of former Eastern 
European countries. This scope of our activity 
has enabled us to involve a gamut of artists and 
partners, allowing our Gallery to have beco-
me the principal forum for contemporary and 
experimental research in the city. A plus A has 
hosted the TOOLKIT FESTIVAL — dedicated to 
interactive art, events and show about indepen-
dent publishing and artist books, CONCRETE 
LANDSCAPES– sounds events and experimen-
tal music. As a result, we cover a broad range 
of public and press, soliciting interest from both 
general and specialized audiences.

Just to mention some of the exhibition formats 
we presented: Jasmina Cibic, FOR OUR ECO-
NOMY AND CULTURE Slovenian Pavilion 2013, 
Mladen Miljanovic, GOOD NIGHT STATE OF 
BODY, 2012, Aleksander Velišček, Thomas Brai-
da, Neboja Despotovic, Goran Gogic, HOTEL A 
PLUS A INTERNATIONAL, 2010, Miha Štrukelj, 
X=0 Y=0 Slovenian Pavilion 2009, Tobias Putrih 
VENETIAN ATMOSPHERIC Slovenian Pavilion 
2007, Ištvan Išt Huzjan, IL RITIRO 2005, Alberto 
Tadiello, RMN 2005, Vadim Fiškin, ANOTHER 

SPEEDY DAY, Slovenian Pavilion 2005, Tadej 
Pogacar, 0100101110101101.ORG, Vuc Cosic, 
ABSOLUTE ONE Slovenian Pavilion 2001.

Among its principal activities is also the THE 
SCHOOL FOR CURATORIAL STUDIES VENICE 
which since 2004 has welcomed students in 
Venice to participate in the “Course in Curatorial 
Practices and Contemporary Arts”. The Course 
is active in the field of post-graduate education 
and is one of the most intensive and renown 
courses in the industry on a national level, at-
tended by students from all over Italy. Recently 
it has been activated also the course in English 
hosting international students from all over the 
world from the USA to Europe, Asia, Africa and 
South America. This year’s Course is organizing 
THE ROB PRUITT’S FLEA MARKET IN VENICE.

A plus A Gallery 
San Marco 3073, Venice
30124, Italy
E.: press@aplusa.it 
T.: 0039 041 277 04 66 
www.aplusa.it 

Opening time
Tuesday/Saturday
11am — 6pm

Follow us in fb: 
www.facebook.com/centro.sloveno

A PLUS A GALLERY


